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Top: Great racing on Sydney Harbour during the Yngling World Championship in February
Above: The faultless onwater Race Management by the RSYS in both Worlds was complimented by many
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Careening Cove Anchorage

Breakfast – Monday to Sunday 7.30am-10.30am
Lunch – Monday to Friday, A la Carte Brasserie Style
Menu, 12.00pm to 2.30pm
Saturday and Sunday BBQ Menu, 12.00pm to 4.00pm
Dinner – Saturday, Limited A la Carte Brasserie plus
BBQ Menu, from 5.00pm
Due to the popularity of the new facilities, bookings are
recommended and may be made through Reception on
ph. 9955 7171

Carabella Dining Room

A la Carte Lunch – Monday to Friday from 12.30pm,
seated by 2.00pm
A la Carte Dinner – Monday to Friday from 6.30pm,
seated by 8.00pm
The Grand Buffet will be held in the Carabella Room
on the 2nd Saturday each month for Dinner and the
3rd Sunday for Lunch.

Main Bar Hours

Monday to Friday from 12.00pm

Reception Hours

Whilst there is someone in attendance of the telephone
24 hours a day it is important to ensure correct
information is given and received, that Member inquiries
(reservations for restaurants, bridge, functions, events
or accommodation) are made during reception hours.
The House reception is manned Monday to Friday from
8.00am to 6.00pm and on Weekends from 9.00am until
5.00pm
For urgent business outside of these hours please ask
to speak to the Manager on Duty.

Smoking

Members and their guests are advised that all areas within
the Clubhouse are smoke-free zones. Receptacles for
extinguishing cigarette butts are placed at entrances to
the Clubhouse.

Dress Regulations

Careening Cove Anchorage: Smart casual dress is
acceptable. Jeans, sneakers and sailors in sailing gear
are welcome.
Carabella Dining Room:
Ladies: Shirt or blouse, dress, skirt or tailored pants, shoes.
Gentlemen: Open neck collared shirt, long trousers, shoes
and socks. Although not necessary, most gentlemen prefer
to wear a jacket.
Children: Under the age of 12 years, and in the company
of an adult, are expected to dress in an appropriate
manner. Jeans and sneakers are not permitted.

Children

Children, 12 years and over, in the company of a member
are permitted in the Clubhouse between Monday and
Friday. Children of all ages in the company of a member,
are welcome during weekends and school holidays.

Guest Sign-In Requirements

Members are reminded that under the Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron By-Laws the names and addresses of Member’s
Guests must be entered into the Guest Register on arrival.
This is also a requirement of the Registered Clubs Act
which allows for significant penalties for non compliance.
It is also a requirement of the Registered Clubs Act that
a Guest must remain in the reasonable company of the
Member and not remain on the Club premises any longer
than the Member.

Accommodation
HOUSE ROOMS

Seven furnished House rooms some with breathtaking
views of Sydney Harbour. Minutes walking distance to
Sydney rail and ferries.
WATERFRONT APARTMENTS
Five fully furnished serviced apartments with Harbour frontage,
only minutes walking distance to Sydney rail and ferries. Disabled
access to the apartments is not available.
All House rooms and apartments are decorated with nautical
memorabilia and international yacht club burgees. Members
and their guests can enjoy full use of the Squadron’s services
and facilities.
DEPOSITS: A non-refundable deposit of $100 (or one

nights room rate whichever the lesser) per room, per stay,
is necessary at the time of booking (This deposit maybe
transferable to another date provided written notice is
given 14 days in advance and approved by the Secretary).
A full list of rooms and rates is available from the Members
Section of the website www.rsys.com.au

Mobile Phones

Members please be aware that the use of Mobile Phones
is prohibited in the Squadron Clubhouse. This also includes
the Careening Cove area, Terrace and Shellcove Room as
well as the Clubhouse, Carabella room and Bars. Please
advise any staff member if you are made aware of any
breach of this regulation.
SMS and the use of silent smart phones are permitted.
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Etchells Worlds 2012:
Team spirit on and off
the water
by Tracey Johnstone

Right: Iron Lotus team of Tom King, David Edwards,
Ivan Wheen and Owen McMahon

The Etchells World Championship 2012 teams may have
left the Squadron, but the success and spirit of the event
remain in the forefront for the club as members celebrate
the club’s Sesquicentenary year.

The camaraderie among all these competitors was evident
right from the start of the event. Rivals on the water, they
were mates on shore as they enjoyed the hospitality of
the Squadron.

The Championship attracted 74 international entries
from 10 nations – America, Great Britain, New Zealand,
Singapore, Bermuda, Arab Emirates, Italy, Switzerland,
Hong Kong and Australia. Spotted among the highly
competitive fleet were quite a few Olympians, Etchells,
other class World Champions and America’s Cup sailors.

The Championship racing was intense on the offshore
courses of Macquarie Circle for the first three days, then
Manly Circle for the remainder of the event. The weather
conditions were very challenging with a strong southerly
current on the first day, too much swell and wind on the
second day and then soft, shifty breezes for the remainder
of the regatta. Add in the race officials having to anchor the
key work boats in 100 metres and a tough environment
ensued for both the competitors and race management.

The Squadron was represented by 11 skippers and many
more crew members on Squadron and visiting boats.
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Etchells Worlds 2012:
Team spirit on and off
the water
continued

Throughout the regatta the Iron Lotus team had to contend
with constant challenges from Graeme Taylor (Magpie),
USA’s Jud Smith (Roulette), former Etchells World Champion
John Bertrand (Triad) and current national champion David
Clark. It was consistent sailing by the Iron Lotus team
placing 2, 6, 3, 2, 2, 14, 16, 4 and 5 that delivered the
winning result.
Other results from Squadron representatives were Mark
Johnson/Jud Smith (Roulette) 5th; Rupert Henry (Vivienne)
24th; Richard Hammond (Alchemist) 30th, Jeanne-Claude
Strong (Yandoo XX) 35th, Matt Whitnall (Umami) 42nd,
Gordon Hinds 46th (Grand V), Robert Weir 52nd (Shindig),
Mark Anderson (Special Mention) 56th, David Seaton (Dot)
57th and Michael Bellingham (Avalon) 64th.

The most important element of the event, the competition,
was consistently high; all that could be expected at a World
Championship and more. Not one race start had an ‘all
clear’. Even with the PRO reminding the sailors to be
cautious about how they set themselves up for a start, the
teams pushed the limits. Several high profile teams suffered
from these tight starts and consequent Black Flag penalties.
It took until the last race on the last day of the nine-race
regatta for the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron’s Iron Lotus
team of Tom King, Ivan Wheen, Owen McMahon and David
Edwards to hold the World Championship trophy confidently
above their heads.
King’s strategy going into the last and critical race was to
stay relaxed. “We’d had a fantastic week and the worst we
could do was third which would have been a great result
and we would have been happy
with. The pressure was then on John
(Bertrand) and GT (Graeme Taylor) to
have a great result if they were going to
beat us.” Luckily for King, Taylor could
only manage a sixth and Bertrand a
10th in that race.

The Fifteen team’s finish in fourth overall, while disappointing
for David Clark and his crew of Andrew Smith and Alan
Smith, was still an outstanding result. It seemed that by day
four and with lighter breezes and smoother seas on the race
course, the team found their form, nailed the breeze and
took out 1, 3, 2, 7 and 3 in the last five races.
Roulette’s coalition team of USA’s Jud Smith, Australia’s
Mark Johnson and New Zealand’s Nik Burfoot did a
fantastic job to finish in fifth overall. They had some very
bright moments in their racing with two thirds and two
firsts to count. Unfortunately, the last three races were their
undoing as they placed 17th, 33rd and then 17th again as
many of the top players including David Clark, Cameron
Miles and Noel Drennan, found their form in the light breeze.
On the water the regatta was directed by International
Race Officer Ross Wilson and the Squadron’s on water
Race Management Team led by International Race Officer
Rob Ridley.
Both Bertrand and King complimented the on-course race
management. “The race management has
been absolutely faultless,” King said at the
completion of racing.
On shore the event came together like
clockwork. With the patience of members
and club staff, the Squadron opened its
door to the international visitors.
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Regatta Chairman David Sturrock spoke in glowing
terms of the commitment made by the club’s generous
91 volunteers. They filled a diverse number of roles, each
person resplendent in their red or black shirts and with
a broad smile for the visitors.

Above left: Magpie powers around the mark

“I am very proud to be a member of the Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron because it embodies this wonderful culture
of team spirit. When called upon, they responded. We put
the notice out and we were overwhelmed with the response
we got.

towing of competitors to the Heads and then remaining
on stand-by in case of emergencies.

“Additionally, the Squadron staff couldn’t have been more
friendly,” Sturrock said.
Right to the end of the event the team of volunteers, from
the Intermediate sailing group right through to the club’s
senior members, worked tirelessly to make the event a
huge success.
The regatta was supported by Marine Rescue NSW Port
Jackson division who stepped up to assist the club in the

Above centre: Roulette team of USA's Jud Smith, Australia's
Mark Johnson and Nik Burfoot
Above: Fifteen's David Clark, Andrew Smith and Alan Smith
in action

Through the efforts of the event management team and
club members the Championship was able to secure the
support of Telstra, Oatley Wines, Nautica Watches, Gill,
North Sails, CUB/Peroni, Barz Sunglasses, Hamburg SUD,
Jackson Shipping, PredictWind and Yachting NSW Boat
Insurance.
Photos of the regatta are available on the news website
www.etchellsworlds2012.yachting.org.au
On the podium Graeme Taylor, Grant Simmer, Steve Jarvin,
Ivan Wheen, Owen McMahon, David Edwards, Tom King,
John Bertrand, David Giles and Tom Slingsby
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Reflections on the
67th Sydney to Hobart
Yacht Race
by Stephen Sanlorenzo

Starting in the Sydney to Hobart must be one of the great
ways to accelerate time. The three hours between 10:00
and 13:00 seemed like 30 minutes. While the race for first
out of the harbour dominated the TV coverage, those
of us on the second starting line worked hard to position
ourselves down the course and get away cleanly. In our
case we had a small complication at the X Mark, which
resulted in our red flag being raised and a 720 by a
competitor. Before long it was us, the fleet and the horizon.

Willyama, recently rebirthed as a Beneteau First 40 was
alphabetically listed in the 67th Sydney to Hobart Yacht
Race as entry 88 of 88. The Willyama crew comprised
race veterans Richard Barron and Eric Duggin. They were
supported by regular RSYS sailors Stephen Sanlorenzo,
Andrew Mead, Kevin Duffy, Tuan Duong and Ian Campbell.
Added to the Saturday crew were experienced offshore
sailors, Geoff Robinson, Greg Gleeson and Sam Hunt.
At the pre-race briefing Bureau of Meteorology’s Michael
Hogan explained that the start would be a north-easterly,
allowing spinnakers to fly after Mark Z. Early in the evening
the southerly would swing in for two days. The northerly
swell from ex-tropical cyclone Fina, combined with an
easterly swell and the southerly sea meant it would be
slow and heavy. I expected a sign from the room full of
experience sailors, but it was silent. Michael Hogan closed
the commentary with “I’m glad it’s you, not me” which at
least drew some chuckles. On the way out of the briefing I
turned to Sam Hunt and said that it could be a tough race.
“You wouldn’t have it any other way, would you?” he replied.
Like every other crew we enjoyed our Christmas day but at
some stage in the afternoon our minds drifted to the race.
As skipper and navigator attended the 08:30 briefing, the
rest of the crew assembled at the Squadron to load up the
perishables. Once together and after the family farewells we
set off for the excitement of Boxing Day on Sydney Harbour.

All was smooth sailing for the first few hours. We had
dinner, got into our three watch rotation and when the
temperature dropped we had time to change into our wet
weather gear. The breeze and sea built. The crew hiked
out and they felt the full force of the sea. They did that for
several rotations. After the first rotation most of the crew
had been seasick. After the second rotation most of the
crews’ wet weather gear was no longer waterproof. The
southerly continued. The sea continued. The crew were
still hiked out.
With all the grit and determination of the crew it was not
good news to realise that after the first 100 miles we were
off the pace.
As a group we concentrated on boat speed each watch.
Although the conditions definitely favoured older, heavier
boats, the Beneteau First 40 was a pleasure to sail. The
boat cut through the swell and held its line with excellent
speed. Though reefed we charged on at 7.5 knots with no
breakages and no stress. The boat seemed to meet the
challenge at the same time as the crew. We began to work
our way through the fleet, we were in the groove and taking
on the conditions.
The wind conditions were not overly strong and the sea
was complicated but not large. It was more “bumpy” than
anything. The wind seemed to grab people on deck if they
raised above a crouch. The rail was uncomfortable and
abraded the backside. The boat crashed forward with
no real loss of boat speed, but at the crest of every wave
everybody was airborne and in the trough the same body
lurched forward, requiring an effort to break the fall or
a collision. Going below was the biggest problem. The
confined space reactivated seasickness but also caused
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problems when the confused sea regularly launched crew
members across the cabin to meet various aspects of the
interior fitout.
Green Cape was not just an occasion for a call to Race
Control, but it coincided with our second night and was the
beginning of a well needed rest. For us the fast reach across
Bass Straight was a chance to dry out, eat, recover some
energy and go fast. The Bass Strait was remarkable not
just for the ease of the crossing, but for the experience of
two directly opposing swells. It takes a while for the eye to
translate a northerly swell merging into a southerly swell
with no double ups, but it is very relaxing. In good conditions
we sailed hard with our Code 0 and our A sail, improving
our position with each sched and pushed past Flinders
Island as we developed our plan for the next southerly.
The second southerly didn’t disappoint. It was ‘unfriendly”
but by now the crew understood the drill. We reefed early
and held boat speed. We held the pressure wide and as
the breeze died there was the dreaded decision… do we
tack in or stay out in the breeze? After exhausting the crew
with four sail changes in 15 minutes, we decided to shoot
for Tasman Island. We were close enough, holding good
speed around the island and the best bit was it lasted all
the way across Storm Bay.
Now, if you tracked the race, you would have seen we
were very lucky here. We lost the breeze in our own little
tacking duel up the Derwent, but thankfully we arrived
just on sunset in a light southerly. Unfortunately for those
behind us that southerly backed off and did not deliver
a satisfactory conveyance until the next morning.
So Willyama registered an elapsed time of 04:06:11:38,
not a place getter but a job well done. Across the line we
celebrated with a cheer and a great sense of achievement.
Although we had a couple of race veterans, they had not
prepared us for the “Hobart Welcome” which blew us
all away. Thank you to the organisers and the people of
Hobart. The arrival was one of the great experiences of
my life and I am told that it continues to be a great highlight for the many repeat competitors in the great race.
The Willyama journey continued in Hobart with a convivial
time, catching up with friends and sharing experiences

with fellow competitors. One or two beverages may have
been consumed.
Having returned home and reflecting on the race, the first
thing that comes to mind is to thank the Race Committee
for their professional and direct approach. The crew found
the pre-race briefings very informative and the post-race
presentations were good too. As radio operator can I
especially thank David for his style and patience. On behalf
of the latter half of the fleet, thanks to Mary from Aurora
for an extraordinary relay performance. Now the thing that
surprised me the most was how many people followed us
(and everyone else) on the CYCA Tracker. The list of my
followers extends to my doctor, the chemist that provided
our prescription drugs, my mum’s next door neighbour’s
son and the many colleagues at APP Corporation Pty Ltd
who were not only our cheer squad but our fantastic
sponsor for the event.
So in the wrap up I have been asked by many people to
describe the race. I experimented with “rough”, “bumpy”,
“challenging”, but none of the above aligned with the
experience. I discussed it with the crew and got the same
response. It seems that 628 nautical miles of sea, swell
and head winds doesn’t seem to fit neatly into a one word
description.
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Yngling Worlds 2012
Wrap Up
by Fiona Herbert and
Peter Campbell

It was an exciting two weeks of racing over the Christmas
period with the Open and Youth Gold Cup regattas from
27th to 29th December 2011, followed by the 2012 Yngling
Open World Championship from the 2nd to 8th January.
With the event bringing together the largest fleet of Ynglings
for a World Championship outside of Europe, it was a big
fleet of 43 boats including teams from The Netherlands,
Denmark, Switzerland, Sweden, Austria, Germany, Great
Britain, Canada and 20 teams from Australia. 16 Boats
were shipped from overseas with many more chartering
Ynglings.
The regattas were also an excellent opportunity for the
RSYS youth teams to experience big fleet racing with the
support of coaches and rescue boats for when the weather
got wild.
A fleet of 32 Ynglings including 12 Youth teams contested
the Open Championship and Youth Gold Cup, sailing
eight races over three days in excellent conditions on the
Harbour.

Close racing for Maarten Jamin, Neville Wittey and Michael
Nash right to the finish

The outcome of the Open Championship as a lead-up to
the Worlds was a triumph for Sydney fleet sailor Michael
Nash, who won the final race to clinch an overall victory
with a net 18 points, giving him a clear winning margin.

An OCS in the final heat prevented current world champion
Maarten Jamin, sailing Nynke from The Netherlands, any
chance of beating Nash. The scorecard of Jamin, a dual
world champion, was 30 points. Third place overall went to
another dual world champion from The Netherlands, Tom
Otte, sailing Meyke, who finished on 37 points, while an
impressive fourth was the Dutch youth crew on Mass &
Roer, skippered by Anne-Christianne Kengens who won
two heats to finish on 39 points. This Dutch youth team
also won the Youth Gold Cup.
Next best of the Sydney fleet boats was Miss Pibb,
skippered by Hamish Jarrett, who won the first race
but slipped back to place fifth overall on 48 points.
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and flukey easterly breezes to a strong north-easterly
sea breeze on the final day.
Jamin and Nash went into the final day of competition
equal on 30 points. In race nine, a second place to Nash
and a fifth to Jamin put the Australian three points ahead
going into the 10th and final race in the afternoon. But
Nash and his crew of Mel Nathan and Greg Hartnett came
11th in the decider, costing them the World Championship.
With only one discard race, Nash already had a 13th place
and was forced to carry the 11th.
In contrast, Jamin, with Jaap Smolders and Menno Berens
as crew, maintained their consistency with another fifth
place in the final race, sufficient to give them the 2012
World Championship by two points. Otte and his crew of
Diederik Kuilers and Reinier Tromp made a determined bid
for another World title, with a 3-2 result on the final day,
beating Nash by one point for second place.
The final two races went to Australian Matt Whitnall and his
crew Rob Bishop and Michael Bishop, lifting them to sixth
overall. Fellow Australian Hamish Jarrett, who had been
an early leader in the World Championship, finished fourth
overall, while a Dutch youth competitor, Anne-Christianne
Kentgens, placed fifth overall in an impressive series by the
young sailor.
Hamish Jarrett and team winning the first race of the World
Championship to collect the Jan Linge Trophy for the 2nd
year in a row

The World Championship was held from 2nd to 8th
January 2012.
Only three points separated the first three boats at the
end of a magnificent regatta to decide the 2012 World
Championship with victory going to defending champion,
Maarten Jamin, from The Netherlands.
Jamin, a dual world champion finished with 40 points,
two points clear of fellow countryman Tom Otte also a
dual world champion on 42 points, with one point to third
placegetter, Australian champion Michael Nash on 43
points. Nash had led the series going into the final race.
The demanding regatta comprised ten close and intensive
races over four days in conditions that ranged from light
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Yngling Worlds 2012
Wrap Up
continued

Other placings for Squadron Skippers were Neville Wittey
dual World Champion 9th, Adrian Nash 12th, Karyn Gojnich
14th, David Chapman 17th, Jordan Reece 18th, Chris
Harper 24th, Nick Howe 29th, Gary Pearce 33rd, Daniel
Marlay 35th, Katherine Shannon 36th, Genevieve Slattery
38th, Sophie Shannon 39th, Iain Salteri 40th, Natalie
Chapman 42nd.
The racing was enjoyed by many out on the spectator
boats. A big thank you goes to Jeff Jarrett on Catnappa,
Dennis Galvin on CrackerJack and Jake Selinger on DJ2
for making their boats available and taking out spectators
to watch the racing.
... And of course there was the entertainment. The
Competitors and friends were treated to three nights of
superb dinner functions, as well as country parties every

other night. The RSYS proudly provided national food
dishes enjoyed with the beverages from each competing
country.
We would like to thank the 60 odd volunteers who worked
tirelessly throughout the Championship, many of them had
donated their time over the past 3 years to make the event
a great success. And a round of applause to Chris Harper
our event organiser.
A special mention must go to the sponsors without whom
we would not have had the event. Control Plus, Selingers,
Zi Argus, NSW Sport and Recreation and HPL Controls.
Finally a very special thank you to Squadron staff,
committees and members for hosting the best Worlds
in our 44 years of World Championships.
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Hardy Cup 2012
by Jaidan Stevens

This year the Squadron was represented by two teams in
the prestigious annually contested Hardy Cup. Held at the
Squadron every February the Hardy Cup is an Under 25
Grade 3 Match Racing event that has historically attracted
some of the best youth match racers from around the
globe.
For 2012 the event was to be a Trans-Tasman derby with
Kiwis, Josh Junior and Tim Coltman up against Australian
talent from both sides of the continent. Despite only seven
teams entering the competition this year the level of talent
has rarely ever been higher with all but one team being in
the top 100 of the ISAF rankings and many in the top 50
such as local favourite Jordan Reece with his team True
Blue Racing.
Such a small fleet meant that many races were able to
be conducted with three round robins being completed.
After the round robins were completed with many displays
of top class racing, it was Josh Junior, fresh from a Laser
Olympic campaign, who was on top with David Gilmour
from WA in second. Sydney duo Jordan Reece and
Jay Griffin took up third and fourth respectively. Narrowly
missing out on the semi-finals in fifth place was the
second squadron team led by David Chapman who
peaked late in their bid to reach the Semi’s. The first
round of the Semi Finals proved costly to the young
and hopeful Squadron team True Blue Racing as they
succumbed to the Western Australians helmed by David
Gilmour. David Gilmour with his team went on to win the
event over Josh Junior following some thrilling racing.
All in all it was a successful regatta with a high pedigree
of competition matched with an extremely competent
and dedicated event management team which made
sure the whole event ran smoothly and everyone enjoyed
the racing. Further thanks go to the event patron Sir
James Hardy for his continued support of youth sailors.

Top: The Hardy Cup teams

Centre: Jordan Reece and team

Above: David Chapman and team
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Allegro circumnavigates Australia
by John & Jackie Taylor

After competing onboard
Allegro, in inshore and
offshore races John Taylor
(JT) and my wife Jackie,
thought we would turn our
hand to cruising. Sailing
the East Coast of Australia
had given us confidence
in our Cavalier 395 and
we were asking ourselves
“why not circumnavigate Australia? After all, it’s just a lot
of short trips... all joined together”.
Preparation to change Allegro to a full on cruising vessel
began in earnest after returning from the 2010 Sydney
to Hobart Race. A plan was hatched with consideration
of the seasonal wind patterns and our time constraints...
no longer than nine months, as we still had work and
family commitments.
Comfort and safety were prime considerations. Comfort
was attended to by adding a furling headsail, water maker,
dodger, bimini, solar panels, extra large fuel tanks, a library
Below: Sunrise, Airlie Beach, Qld
Below right: JT at Capt. Cook Possession Is Memorial, Qld
Page 11 left: Ron Andrew Philip Brook and JT at the tip of
Cape York, Qld
Page 11 right: Annie & Trevor at HMS Mermaid inscription, NT

and of course the Atomic
espresso machine and
cellar. With mandatory
(Syd-Hob Race) Cat 1
safety equipment already
onboard additional
‘cruising’ safety devices
included, an AIS
(Automatic Identification
System), anchor watch,
satellite telephone, croc repellent dinghy (we hoped) and
SPOT, a satellite tracking device which enabled friends
and family to watch our progress on a web page. SPOT
provided much entertainment throughout the voyage as
photographs with captions, were uploaded regularly giving
viewers a ‘virtual’ tour.
Allegro set sail on May 17th 2011 with a fresh SE breeze.
Southport was our first port of call (just in time for the
Sanctuary Cove Boat Show). We wanted to get into
Queensland waters quickly to ensure we could safely ‘do’
the Top End before the onset of the cyclone season... we
needed to be South of Carnarvon WA before November.
Queensland cruising included passages to Moreton Bay,
Mooloolaba, The Great Sandy Straits, Bundaberg, Lady
Musgrave Is, Gladstone, Rosslyn Bay, Great Keppel Is,
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Percy Isles, Mackay, Whitsunday Isles, Airlie Beach,
Townsville, Magnetic Is, Palm Is, Hinchinbrook Channel,
the Yassi affected areas around Cardwell and Dunk Is,
Cairns, Port Douglas and on to the more remote areas
around Cooktown, Lizard Is and Cape York.
The strong SE trades made sailing north relatively easy
and we often sailed with only a poled out headsail at a
comfortable 7-8 knots. We had regular crew changes
during these months as the lure of ‘tropical cruising’
mid winter was a definite drawcard.
North of Port Douglas, the luxury of staying at marina
berths and provisioning with relative ease, gave way
to anchoring overnight in remote bays and digging into
ships victuals... quickly we realised how isolated we were
becoming and how dependant we would be on our own
resources... just south of Cape York, JT was stung on
the ankle by a stingray whilst wading in shallow water.
Whilst an extremely painful experience, the remedy, we
discovered (found in the onboard medical reference book)
was to immerse the foot in a bucketful of hot water.
From Cape York and its surrounding Islands Allegro
sailed west across the Gulf of Carpentaria to Nhulunbuy
(Gove) then on to Darwin, via the Hole In The Wall and
Pt Essington, before heading into the remote and rugged
Kimberley Region.

Above left: Daughter Laura with a fine catch! Barrier Reef, Qld
Above: Allegro at anchor, Yellow Patch, Qld

Memories of the Kimberley Region include, the awesome
landscape, amazing sunrises and sunsets, the challenging
navigation due to the huge tidal range, strong currents and
many areas that were “inadequately surveyed”. Whilst
entering the King George River at dawn, at the top of the
tide, we just managed to skim our way across the shallow
sandbar entrance. Our perseverance was rewarded as we
made our way up the spectacular red sandstone gorge to
the King George waterfall at the head of the river. Careening
Bay, where Philip King careened HMS Mermaid in 1823,
Montgomery Reef, The Horizontal Falls in Talbot Bay,
Crocodile Creek, Phil and Marion’s at Dog Leg Creek Yacht
Club were some of the highlights. We continually marvelled
out how Flinders and King charted this area in the 1800’s.
Possibly the toughest passage we experienced was sailing
south west from Broome to Exmouth and then on to
Carnarvon. Spring tides (11 metres) in Broome, south east
to south west 25 knot headwinds and adverse currents,
the ‘no go’ zones associated with pearling and oil drilling
leases, shipping lanes with frequent mega tankers heading
for Port Headland and Dampier and abundant whales,
made for difficult times, with plenty of tacking in short
3 metre seas.
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Allegro circumnavigates
Australia

continued

Right: Approaching Horizontal Waterfall, NT
Centre right: Rod Crow and Col Davidson, South West, TAS
Far right: Allegro in Macquarie Harbour, TAS

Above: JT and Jackie at HMAS Sydney Memorial, Quoba WA
Far right: JT atop Mount Beatie – Bathurst Harbour, TAS

Several days in Exmouth were well received as we enjoyed
some shore leave and explored the amazing area around
Ningaloo Reef.
We berthed at the very impressive Fremantle Sailing Club
where visiting yachts have three nights for free and pay
only $30/night thereafter – quite a contrast to some of
the outlandish fees we had paid en route.
After stranding a lower shroud, and with The Great
Australian Bight yet to cross we replaced the standing
rigging whilst in Fremantle.

A favourable weather pattern allowed a great sail around
Cape Leeuwin and on to the beautiful natural harbour of
Albany. Here we visited the old whaling station, a wind farm
and the Light Horse Memorial before heading out into a
building westerly change. Our intention had been to sail
to Esperance but the approaching front caused us to take
shelter in Bremmer Bay for four days. Here we put our
ground tackle to the test as we weathered several 50 knot
squalls. The next six day passage was 1,000 miles north
nonstop to Port Lincoln.
After stops in Adelaide, Kangaroo Is, Port Fairy and
King Is we made our way down the rugged West coast of
Tasmania, through Hells Gates and on to the picturesque
town of Strahan. We explored the spectacular Gordon and
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Franklin rivers, the Kelly Basin and Sarah Is before making
a brisk passage South to Port Davy and Bathurst Harbour.
We could have spent weeks here enjoying the beauty of
this rugged wilderness, climbing mountains and exploring
the bays and inlets. Of interest was Denny Kings home
and bird sanctuary, on Melaleuca Creek, established in
the 1930’s for tin mining by his father.
The circumnavigation took 261 days, with approx 190
sailing days. The auto pilot did most of the steering without
complaint. We had a duel fridge system that ran off the
batteries or the motor. The solar panels worked well saving
a lot of noisy engine generating time. The water maker was
fantastic producing ample fresh water for showers, cooking
and drinking. When out of mobile range, we used the hand

held sat phone, though to Telstra’s credit the mobile signal,
using an external antenna, was surprisingly good. When
unable to get the weather via the internet, we used the
BOM HF broadcasts.
We were very lucky to be able to sail with such a fun and
capable bunch of friends and family members... over 26
in all... many joined us for several legs. We learnt much
about Australian history, geography, the fishing, mining
and shipping industries. We saw nature at its best, met so
many friendly and helpful ‘locals’ and came across other
yachties on a similar journey.
Would we do it again? Sure – it was a great adventure and
we left plenty to see next time.
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19th Harken International
Youth Match Racing Championship
26-30 November 2011
by Nick Howe

Team Nick Howe

In the 19th Harken Youth Match
Racing Championships held at
the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht
Photo
Club two RSYS skippers, with
: Dam
ian De
vine, R
two very different crews and levels
PAYC
of experience took to the water. The first team was
helmed by Jordan Reece (RSYS), with crew Jaiden
Stevens (RSYS), Henry Kernot (CYCA) and Kiwi sailor
Arnau Farras- Knowles. They had spent the best part of
the year competing on the International circuit and entered
the Regatta as the top ranked team and equal favourite
with Tim Coltman from RPNYC who had just taken out
this year’s Musto regatta and was the defending champion
for this regatta.
The second team, very enthusiastic but with very little
Match Racing experience, was Nick Howe (helm) with
Beren Beowulf, James Shannon, Eddie Moult and Nicky
Bradley (all RSYS members) with the aim to gain much
needed experience in this competitive field. Nick Howe has
had quite a bit of experience as crew in match racing and
has been NSW Champion four times in Schools Teams
racing but has had very little experience as helmsman of
larger yachts. He had recently returned from the University
games in Brisbane with a Bronze medal in teams racing.
Eddie Moult and Nicky Bradley were making their debut

Photo: Damian Devine, RPAYC

Team Nick Howe (boat 6) in pre-start

as match racers. The rest of the
competition was made up of two
NZ teams, one entry from CYCA
helmed by Tim Forbes Smith, a
young team from Gosford helmed by
Sam Ellis and the only female skipper
Carla Sexton from the host club.
The first day of racing started with a 15-25knt westerly that
shifted to the South West by the afternoon. At the end of
day one Reece’s team was in equal 1st with Coltman on
four wins from four races (4/4). The Howe team was lying
6th on 2/5. Day 2 saw the completion of the 2 round robins
including the much anticipated races between Reece and
Coltman. In the first match up a very tactical pre start led
onto tight racing for the first leg, protests at the bottom
mark led to Reece receiving a black flag. The second race
again saw very close racing for the full extent of the race
with Reece managing to hang on to the lead to defeat
Coltman.
Day 2 result was confidence boost for Nick Howe’s team.
They lost to highly ranked New Zealander (and eventual
winner), David Hazard by only the narrowest of margins.
They then followed this up with a great tactical race
against regatta leader Coltman, an early penalty inflicted on
Coltman allowed the Howe team to cruise to a comfortable
win. They had achieved a similar win over Musto winner
Jay Griffin in the previous regatta showing what they are
capable of when things come together. At the end of the
Round Robins Reece and Coltman were both on 11/13
with Reece ahead on count back. Hazard was placed 3rd
on 10/13 with Nick Howe doing a great job by squeezing
his “wolf pack” of underdogs into the semi-finals.
Day 3 was the sail off for the final positions. The day
started with 11-12 knot Nor-Easter, Reece chose to sail
against Howe’s less experienced RSYS team. A black
flag against Howe in Race 1 gave Reece the victory.
He followed up with a second win thereby advancing
to the finals. The other semi saw the two Kiwi teams of
Hazard and Coltman go head to head. Hazard comfortably
defeated Coltman 2/0 leaving Reece and Hazard to battle

Photo: Damian Devine, RPAYC

Team Jordan Reece

Photo: Damian Devine, RPAYC
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for the winner’s trophy. In extremely close and tactical
racing Reece managed to inflict penalties on Hazard
allowing him a comfortable win, Hazard fought back in
race 2 winning by less than ½ a metre. Race 3 saw Reece
penalised allowing Hazard a second win. Race 4 again
saw close racing with Hazard hanging on to win the race,
the regatta and the Rockin’ Robin Trophy. In the petite
final Howe went down 2/0 to 2010 Harken winner Coltman,
still a great result for the up and coming team.
The final places were:
1. David Hazard (RNZYS)
2. Jordan Reece (RSYS)
3. Tim Coltman (RPNYC)
4. Nick Howe (RSYS)
5. Carla Sexton (RPAYC)
6. Sam Ellis (GSC)
7. Tim Forbes-Smith (CYCA)

Team Jordan Reece leading Tim Coltman

Two exceptional results for RSYS sailors. Reece’s second
in this company showed great skill and tactical knowhow,
while a finals place for the much less experienced Howe
team shows that these young sailors, new to match racing
could be a force for the future – as this was Reece’s last
Harken regatta it leaves a set of large sea boots to fill.
However the big winner was RSYS Youth Sailing and the
Youth Sailors are grateful for the support of the Squadron
Yacht Racing Foundation. Hopefully this will lead to
resurgence in enthusiasm among the Youth Sailors for
this exciting form of competitive yachting. Thanks must
also go to our exceptional coaches Seve Jarvin and
Michael Dunstan.
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ICOYC Cruise
September 5-14, 2011
by Pam Lowry,
Seattle Yacht Club

Below: Bill Wood, Jim Dunstan and Richard Croall

In September 2011 Commodores Bill Wood (Kookaburra)
and Rex Harrison (Nabila) with their wives Sue and
Lynette attended the International Council of Yacht Clubs
Commodores’ Forum. The Council represents twenty six
clubs from Europe, the Americas, Africa, Asia and the
Pacific. Hot on their heels were RSYS members Richard
and Sue Croall (Impetuous) and Commodore Jim and
Judy Dunstan (Zeus) to join Bill and Sue for the post forum
cruise of the Salish Sea organised by the Seattle and Royal
Vancouver Yacht Clubs to showcase this very beautiful,
scenic area and their network of outstations.
The Salish Sea is newly named and incorporates Puget
Sound, the American San Juan Islands (457 islands) and
the Canadian Gulf Islands (200). It is a nearly pristine
environment rich in natural amenity and wildlife including
dolphins, orca, sea otters and porpoises, eagles and

herons and deer, bears and raccoons It also provides a
number of navigation challenges in the guise of crab and
lobster pots, mussel farms, unmarked reefs, shallows and
fast tidal narrows as well as the odd logs that had broken
free of their rafts and been swept downriver from the great
logging areas nearby.
Our daily routine was quickly established. Each morning
we woke to coffee served on a silver salver by the very
charming Seattle Commodore Kim Lorenz (a fine example,
we agreed, for all cruise commodores/captains), cruised
in beautiful sunshine on flat clear water and arrived at an
outstation for the evening’s socialising and dinner.
The following article was written by the very delightful
Pam Lowry of Seattle Yacht Club and the Cruise Captain.
She describes the cruise in some detail. Those of you
familiar with this area will know what a treat it was for us.
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Immediately following the ICOYC Forum held at Seattle
Yacht Club August 31through September 3, 2011, many
forum participants embarked on a 10 day cruise through
the American San Juan Islands and the Canadian Gulf
Islands. Twenty three boats and over 100 people attended
all or part of this ICOYC Cruise. Seattle Yacht Club
partnered with Royal Vancouver Yacht Club to welcome
the international participants to many of their outstations.
Both SYC and RVYC have numerous facilities in the San
Juan Islands of the United States and the Gulf Islands of
British Columbia. The amenities at these facilities range
from only a dock on an uninhabited (except for the
raccoons) island to docks with water, power, garbage
service, and shore side buildings with showers and
bathroom facilities. One RVYC outstation even boasts
a swimming pool! Both clubs consider these to be their
“jewels”, thus they were eager to show them to the
cruise participants.
The cruise began on Monday, September 5, at Seattle
Yacht Club’s Henry Island outstation located in Roche
Harbour, on San Juan Island, USA. We welcomed all
participants with a barbecued salmon dinner that was
delicious. This night was a “getting to know each other
time”. We had nine vessels from Seattle Yacht Club, seven
from Royal Vancouver Yacht Club, and six international
boats that had been chartered by members from Royal
Southern Yacht Club, Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron and
Royal Thames Yacht Club. Members from St. Francis
Yacht Club, Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron, Royal
Freshwater Yacht Club, and Royal Perth Yacht Club were
guests aboard four SYC vessels. Cruise guides, red caps,
ICOYC burgees, breakfast breads and name tags were all
distributed the first day at Henry Island.
The next morning the cruisers were awakened to beautiful
weather but little wind. A race had been planned for the
sailing vessels. We kept motoring to find wind but none
materialized. So the fleet putted on fossil fuel power into
the Inner Harbour of Victoria, British Columbia, checked
through Canadian Customs and moored at the public
marina at the base of the Empress Hotel. That evening
a big yellow school bus transported the group to Royal
Victoria Yacht Club for a very fun evening, starting with

cocktails on their lawn with its stunning view of Cadboro
Bay and the Straits of San Juan da Fuca. Dinner was
excellent as was the hospitality of the members of Royal
Victoria – we feel honoured to have them as close friends.
The schedule had two nights in Victoria, so Wednesday,
September 7, was a day for exploring. Activities that day
included visiting Butchart Gardens, shopping and visiting
the downtown area, going to museums, walking along the
waterfront, or just relaxing in the beautiful Indian Summer
weather. The members of the fleet split themselves into
smaller groups that evening and dined in downtown
Victoria.
Thursday saw the fleet cruising out of Victoria Harbour
hoping for wind, but, alas, none was to be found. “Motors
on” was the command as we powered to Sidney, BC,
about 40km up around the southeast corner of Vancouver
Island. That evening we had a catered barbecue dinner
under the tent at the head of the dock. This was a fun
time for socializing and swapping boating stories.
We had a slight bit of wind on Friday so were able to have
a race for the sailing participants. The course began just
outside Sidney breakwater and ended in Ganges Harbour,
located on Saltspring Island 30km north. While the race
committee boat waited for the finishers, they were treated
to some nude swimmers on the beach close to the finish
line. Did I mention that the weather was superb? Every
day we were treated to the same weather forecast – high
of 27°C and sunny! It doesn’t get much better than that!
One full pier of the Saltspring Marina is a Seattle Yacht Club
outstation, so all the cruise vessels moored there. We had
a Greenbox Party that evening on the docks. A Greenbox
Party is Seattle Yacht Club’s version of appetizers and
beverages. The name originated at our Port Madison
outstation where a large green metal box covers some
electrical equipment at a wide section on the dock. So,
when organizing the evening’s appetizer/beverage gettogether at Port Madison, everyone would gather at the
“green box” – thus the beginning of this traditional event
at all SYC outstations, with or without actual green boxes!
Saltspring Island is a fairly mountainous island filled with
artists, farmers, and craftspeople, many who are living a
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ICOYC Cruise
September 5-14, 2011
continued

rather alternative life style. These very creative people hold
a Farmers Market every Saturday morning in downtown
Ganges (a short walk from the marina). This is one of
the largest and most varied farmers/artists markets in
the Pacific Northwest cruising area and our cruisers took
advantage of the great cheeses, vegetables, baked goods,
and crafts. It was fun to walk around the market and
see so many red caps showing the ICOYC burgee. (The
cruisers were given red baseball caps on the first day of
the cruise.) By noon, the fleet had departed on the 30km
run to Ovens Island in Ladysmith Harbour.
Ovens Island is a very simple Seattle Yacht Club Outstation
consisting of a dock and an island (really an islet) with
paths, lots of trees, and numerous raccoons who like to
visit the boats at night. Many cruisers jumped into the
water for a swim around the island because the day was
very warm (for the Pacific Northwest). The swim is more
than a half kilometre and was very refreshing! That evening
we had a Greenbox competition on the dock for special
appetizers. Everyone voted on their favourite appetizer and
awards were given for first, second, and third places. This
banquet of finger foods wasn’t just a bunch of bowls of
chips and dips! Following that we had a taco dinner with
each vessel bringing contribution for some very hearty tacos.
Sunday morning started off with a breakfast of sausages,
pancakes, fruit, juice and coffee served on the dock.
Navigating – Bill Wood, Richard Croall and Jim Dunstan

Then we jumped into our boats, cast off mooring lines
and headed through Gabriola Pass (attempting to catch
slack current) for our trip to Tugboat Island in Silva Bay by
Gabriola Island, BC. This was the first Royal Vancouver
Yacht Club outstation we visited. The whole island is
owned by RVYC and includes a clubhouse, washrooms,
many walking paths, and a large field where we had
a Bocci Ball competition on Monday. Sunday evening
we were treated to a wine and cheese tasting in the
clubhouse, after which most cruisers barbecued their own
dinners on the large deck and conversed with our new
cruising friends. The winners of the Bocci Ball competition
were recognized during a fabulous Italian dinner provided
by the members of Royal Vancouver Yacht Club the
following evening. These members cooked, served,
cleaned up, etc. and provided us with a marvellous meal.
On Tuesday, we turned back South to Scott Point, which
is a Royal Vancouver Yacht Club outstation on Saltspring
Island. Monday’s weather had turned cloudy and we had
a hint of wind. So, for only the second time in 10 days,
we had a sailing race. It was just a bit of wind, so the
finish line was adjusted a couple of times. The Scott Point
outstation is fabulous! It includes a clubhouse, washrooms,
laundry, and even a swimming pool, as well as moorage for
everyone! We were met by a nice group of RVYC members
who gave us a hearty welcome to their facility.
Tuesday evening saw our Grand Finale Dinner and Royal
Vancouver Yacht Club, again, provided a marvellous meal.
We had a champagne toast before dinner and during
which final awards were given. Then we all proceeded to
the tents where a steak and salmon dinner was served.
The evening ended with speeches, thank-yous, and
good-byes. We had all made such good friends, it was
a bittersweet evening! Everyone exchanged emails and
promised to keep in touch.
The next morning had more good-byes as the cruisers
went their separate ways to begin their journey home.
It was time for the cruise to end – the weather had turned
cloudy and cooler and there was even a hint of rain.
All good things must come to an end, but the memories
will exist forever!!
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Metropolitan Laser
Championships
25-26 February 2012
by Jamin Early

On the weekend of 25-26 February Jamin Early, Mitch
Evans, Katherine Shannon, Oskar Hansen, Tiffany
Londish, Eddie Moult and Mitch Kornman from the
Division 1 squad together with our coach, Josh, headed
up to BYRA Sailing Club for the Laser Metros. Jamin
Early, Mitch Evans, Katherine Shannon, Oskar Hansen
and Tiffany Londish were competing in the 4.7 fleet,
while Eddie Moult and Mitch Kornman were in the
Radial fleet.

course or the other. After some good starts, I managed
a forth and two sixes, sometimes picking the right side
and sometimes not. Mitch Evans also had some great
starts and was not far behind. We also sailed three races
Sunday in much more testing conditions, as the wind
never built and was very shift with some local tricks to
learn as well. I managed a 7th, 8th, and a 3rd to finish
6th overall in a tough fleet.

BYRA is located at the top of Pittwater and is a really
nice family sailing club.

Jamin Early – 6th

The forecast for the weekend was looking great with
fresh nor’easters and fine weather predicted for both
days. The weather man got it right for Saturday with
a great nor'easter around 15 knots on Saturday and
sunshine and blue skies all day, making for great racing.
Sunday did not quite live up to the forecast with the
winds very light at around 7 to 10 knots and very tricky.
On Saturday we had three tough races in the fresh but
shifty winds. We soon learnt that you could not work the
shifts up the centre but had to choose one side of the

The results for the rest of RSYS Division 1 sailors were:
Mitch Evans – 11th
Katherine Shannon – 12th
Oskar Hansen – 14th
Tiffany Londish – 16th
Eddie Moult – 20th (Radial Fleet)
Mitch Kornman – 22nd (Radial Fleet)
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Youth Sailing Camp
Point Wolstoncroft
13-18 January 2012
by Edward Moult and
Natalie Wubben

Eager for the excitement of the next five days 61 youth
sailors and some nervous trainees arrived at Point
Wolstoncroft. Boats were unloaded, camp rooms were
announced, friends were reunited as everyone was greeted
by Assistant Instructors Millie and Iain and Camp Parents.
After dinner the Hawaiian themed disco with Hawaiian
skirts and luau’s appearing raged into the night. However,
a few wise returning sailors headed off to bed aware of the
6.00am start.
Next day began with an early morning run led by Nat and
Eddie completed in a record time. After breakfast Millie
and Iain held the daily briefing, the sailors teamed for a pep
talk and after rigged the boats. Watermelon and grapes
energised us as we launched our boats. Our first morning
on the water was all about getting back into the rhythm.
A few buoys had been laid for practice technique. After
lunch the wind had picked up so for the afternoon session
trainees and midshipmen went two up. The “duck game”,
giant slalom and tacking between two marks ended
the days’ sailing about 5 pm. After showers the tennis
competition started. Voices were heard warming up for
SingStar later in the night while others watched a movie
or played cards. Even though plenty of sunscreen was
used some still managed to get sunburnt as bootie and
glove tans started to appear.
At 6am the next day started with soccer and touch footy.
After breakfast we got into colours for our team meetings
enthusiastic to learn new on water skills. The second round
of the duck game (the aim of the game is to collect as
many rubber ducks as possible) was close as team purple,
led by Mitch Kornman and Mini Fraser, and team pink, led
by Nat Wubben, were on equal points! After lunch Christian
Brook, representing Sailing and General Committee, came
and enjoyed the afternoon at camp. With the wind now
25 knots each sailor enjoyed reaching across the bay.
After sailing, tennis started up with the quarter-finals, with
some brilliant rallies. The first proper round of SingStar
began with some classic Disney tunes.
Day three began with Volleyball and Bull Rush, a real
camp favourite. After the normal morning briefing and
our individual team briefings and as this would be our last

chance to get teams points before the regatta the duck
game became a very serious matter for some. With Lake
Macquarie dead calm – hardly ideal sailing conditions – all
teams de-rigged one Laser for a paddle. The trainees and
new sailors thought they were in for a light-hearted paddle
– how wrong they were! An Assistant Instructor as helmsman and self-appointed cox, the perfect morning was
shattered with shrieks of, “WHY AREN’T YOU PADDLING!”
and, “GO! GO! GO!” It was no surprise that these races
we dominated by Team Royal Blue, led by Rob Van Hagen,
who rows when not sailing. Eventually a 25-30 knot NorthEaster came pumping over the lake. The sailors were
instructed to do a so-called ‘boat control’ drill – meaning
reaching off as fast as you can while staying upright. As
the afternoon wore on some sailors became too tired to
stay out even after a Summer Roll. By 5pm all the boats
were in and de-rigged. After a quick debrief sailors raced
back to the cabins to try and get the ‘shotgun first shower’.
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any team and jumped on a Laser. To many of the sailors,
it was a relief that the wind was a beautiful 10 knots from
the North East. As we made our way round Pulbah Island,
in the middle of the lake, everyone was singing their made
up sea shanties in the hope of being awarded a ‘Summer
Roll’ by the coaches. Arriving at the beach on the west side
of the lake we made base camp for an afternoon of fun,
including some serious action involving the water balloon
slingshot. There was the usual havoc as sailors scrambled
to fill and fire their missiles. The picnic concluded with the
camp talent show (best sea shanties) taken out by Persia
Littlewood, who sang and played the ukulele. A nice 10
knot breeze would have taken us back to the cabins, but
we still managed to fit in a few sprint races, a great way
to finish off the Picnic Sail. We tried our best to enjoy the
last night of the camp, but some of us were so tired they
crashed out in front of the movie.

That night, the activities kicked off, the highlight being the
Tennis Grand Final between the pair of Holden and Angus
and ‘dream team’ pair of Nat and Eddie. In a shock upset,
the underdog team of Holden and Angus won a nail-biting
game that made the Nadal/Djokovic final seem boring.
Later, the sailors were given their camp gift of a branded
hoodie, pronounced to be the, “The best jumper ever!”
Everyone was in bed by 10:30pm in preparation for the
biggest day of camp – the picnic sail.
The morning of the picnic sail, 61 by-now-very-tired sailors
rolled out of bed. Some thought it was going to be an
easier start to the day as the Assistant Instructors appeared
to have run out of ideas. But then Pippa Howe announced
her ‘Stretches’. After twenty minutes of this slow torture,
the sailors resorted back to good old Bull Rush, followed
by some crazy hand games invented by Millie Brown. After
breakfast, with all teams ‘zinced-up’ and covered in the
traditional hair spray, the sailors paired up with a friend from

It was the last day of Summer Camp and everybody was
very ‘tired and emotional’, but we had no time as the
Assistant Instructors had a special treat for the other sailors
– a five-thirty wake up with shouting, and water guns. The
morning started with Tai-Chi, they all lay down on towels
and were taken on a magical journey to their inner soul, but
again we had one more surprise in store for them… BOOT
CAMP! The Assistant Instructors watched and sprayed 60
youth sailors while they did 20 push-ups, burpies and everything in-between. After we finished out boot camp the sailors
got revenge on our drenching by turning on the Assistant
Instructors. We then were ready for the regatta but there
was one slight problem, no wind. The first race started with
nobody going anywhere. People were resorting to cheating
and doing illegal moves in order to get anywhere. The first
race took just under one hour. The second race we all gave
up and everybody jumped in the water and swam to the
finish line. The third race wasn’t any better. No wind meant
we all went back in and de-rigging for the last time.
So that was it, Summer Camp over for another year a
huge thanks to all the parents who helped with everything.
The Coaches Millie and Iain for all you help it was greatly
appreciated and it wouldn’t have happened without you,
and finally to all the kids hope you all learnt something new
and most importantly had fun!
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The next Croatia –
turn right at Split
by Trevor and
Maggie Joyce

Right: Kornati National Park, Krka Falls and historic Sibenik

themselves as an experience. A highlight in Sibenik is
the cathedral, which took 100 years to build and with no
mortar to hold it all together! The old city is steeped in
history and the fortifications that overlook modern day
Sibenik offer terrific views across the harbour to the sea.
Murter, Vodice and Tribunj, just a little to the north, are
seaside hamlets offering excellent facilities for visiting
mariners. Restaurants line the shores, there are pubs a
plenty, many offering live music to the night owls, and the
nearby islets of Zlarin, Prvic and Kaprije are attractions in
their own right. George Bernard Shaw wrote, “on the last
day of Creation God desired to crown his work and thus
created the Kornati Islands out of tears, stars and breathe".
One hundred islands in the twenty mile long chain dot an
azure sea. Spectacular cliffs face the setting sun whilst
sheltered anchorages punctuate the eastern shores. The
landscape is stark and lunar like, but awesome nonetheless.
While some bays offer restaurants, most have the kind of
solitude that will make a goat bell audible at 1,000 metres!

A little spirited competition

Hvar, Korcula and Dubrovnik are icons for first time visitors
to Croatia, and with good reason. Sailors typically start their
journey in Split and head south but a whole new Croatia
awaits to the north and a new rally, the Kornati Yacht
Rally, has been designed by Mariner Boating Holidays to
reveal the highlights of this part of Dalmatia. With 50 or so
participants the rally, like other Mariner events, will have
its own social momentum, which people can be part of
or separate from to the extent they choose. So if solitude
is not on your agenda it’s easy enough to make a party.
This of course is the case through the whole rally but there
will be an expectation of participation in the final night
celebration at which each crew is offered the opportunity
to display their thespian, literary or musical talents!
Historic Sibenik, at the southern end of the rally route, sits
on an extensive inlet of the Adriatic, which winds its way for
10 navigable miles inland to Skradin and the Krka National
Park. Here spectacular waterfalls already attract tourists
but the trip up the Sibenik Canal and back equals the falls

The northernmost of the Kornati Islands on the rally route
is Dugi Otok. The port of Sali on the south eastern shore is
the original home of many Australian Croats who escaped
the oppression of Tito’s communism during the 50’s.
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An Australian flag in Sali will almost certainly attract the
attention of a local who has some connection with the
Tuna fishing business in Port Lincoln, South Australia.
Some have even brought their Tuna farming expertise
home where they are closer to the markets of Europe!
The bookend at the northern end of the rally route is
Zadar, almost unknown in Australia but equal to Dubrovnik
as a surviving example of medieval architecture. Before
the arrival of the Croats in the 7th century, Venetians,
Liburnians, Ilyrians, Celts, Greeks and Romans had left
their mark on Zadar, so the old town today offers a walk
back through all of these civilizations. Zadar also offers
an enticing cultural cocktail and in the summer there are
frequent live music offerings. Like Dubrovnik, Zadar has
been heavily damaged by wars, all be it different wars, and
the reconstructed Zadar is arguably better than the original
version according to those in the know. Zadar also features
the world’s only organ that is played continuously by the
sea. Terminus for the rally will be Biograd na Moru, which
sounds strangely Japanese but is actually the modern
centre of tourism along this coast. The 700 berth Kornati
Marina is home to the fleet of identical Bavaria 47’s that
will be used in the rally. The 47 is set up to sail while still

offering comfortable accommodation for 6 in three double
cabins, with a fourth twin bunk cabin handy for storage
and possibly two more people.
For the record the weather statistics show an average
maximum of 25°C, a minimum of 16°C and an average
wind strength of 12 knots during the first two weeks of
September. The prevailing north-westerly wind follows the
thermally driven mistral pattern with the breeze powering
up to a maximum 15 knots from late morning to early
evening. The rally program on the 6 race days will therefore
be a mid-day rendezvous at a swim/lunch stop prior to
an afternoon race to the next overnight port of call in the
program. The rest are lay days so there is no rush. There
are no major rivers and no big population centres through
this part of the Dalmatian coast so the sea is famously
clean. In early September the water temperature will still
be a comfortable 24°C and there is no significant tidal
movement, so really Kornati ticks all the boxes!
More details are available from Mariner Boating Holidays
on 02 99661244 or info@marinerboating.com.au or check
out the website: www.marinerboating.com.au
Below left: Remote bays for a chance to get away from it all
Below: Kornati
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2012 Annual Illawarra
Youth Regatta Report
18-19 February
by William Houston

The Annual Illawarra Youth
Regatta took place at Oak
Flats Sailing Club with 38
very keen youth sailors and
their equally enthusiastic
parents participating in a
weekend of fantastic racing.
After the RIBs, boats and trailers were unloaded and
regatta t-shirts obtained (an essential part of the Illawarra
experience), Team RSYS met the coaching team of Will,
Iain and Millie to run through the sailing instructions and
settle first timers’ concerns.

bananas strapped
to bottom sections,
conditions could not
have been better as the
first and second races
got underway with beautiful
starts from all fleets. While many managed to last the
day without acquiring the quintessential Illawarra choc-top,
that didn’t stop Ben Fraser, Jamieson Morris and Liam
Jordan giving each other a mud bath with the beautiful
Illawarra mud on their return to land, coining the phrase
“Choc-boat”.

Illawarra is usually a fantastic introduction to regatta sailing
and this year was no exception. Saturday morning with
sunshine, 10-15 knots of breeze, and Muesli bars and

After the lengthy clean-up process the boats were packed
away and sailors showered and got ready for the best
dumplings and fried rice in town at Tang’s Chinese Seafood
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restaurant. The 72 strong RSYS crowd let their hair down,
enjoyed a great meal and celebrated Emma Kemp and Liz
Wubben’s birthdays with the entire restaurant joining in with
“Happy Birthday”. After the obligatory team photo, sailors
and their parents retired to their accommodation.

all about racing. The “Best Choc-top” award went to
Rosie Mitchell for her effort that had life growing on it.
The “Squaddy Battler” award went to Morgan Wenban
and the “Best tan line” was a close tie between Jamieson
Morris and Alex McKeown.

The sun rose over Oak Flats to a morning of no breeze,
a postponement flag and the smell of egg and bacon
rolls to fill the youth sailors. The coaching team split the
Squadron sailors into their Divisions, reviewed Saturday’s
racing and tweaked a few skills for Day 2. When sailing
began consistent 10 knots of breeze, provided a wonderful
afternoon racing.

A big thank you to the Youth Sailing Committee and all
the parents who attended the regatta, helped launch and
retrieve boats, towed trailers and took photos over the
course of the weekend. Thanks too to the Oak Flats Sailing
Club for hosting the regatta and being so accommodating
to Team RSYS. Finally, a special thanks to William Houston,
Iain Salteri and Millie Brown for coaching over the course
of the weekend and coordinating the Squadron contingent
that competed at the regatta.

The Regatta was keenly contested, with Mitch Kornman
taking out 2nd place in the Division, just being pipped by
a local Spiral Sailor and Eddie Moult 3rd. But Illawarra isn’t

Get excited for 2013 as we head to Jervis Bay!
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Right: Drina in front of her first glacier – the San Rafael
Glacier, San Rafael, Chile
Centre right: Drina in the Sarmiento Cannal, Chile

Far right: Drina anchored in Playa Parda Bay with the Straits
of Magellan in the background, Chile

Photo: Yanell Sandberg

Drina: A Voyage to
Patagonia, The Horn
and Beyond
by Michael Thurston

In Port Montt, Yanell Sandberg joined the cruise; he was no
stranger to Drina having met Alex in Fiji during her previous
cruise aboard Drina. Here I bought a Chilean chart book
which has around 200 reduced size charts. This plus a
magnifying glass and the Nautical Guide “Patagonia &
Tierra Del Fuego” by M Rolfo & G Ardrizzi supplied by
Christian Brook (thanks Christian) was all we needed to
navigate the 1200 miles south to the Horn.
For the next three months, we explored the Patagonian
channels, with thousands of islands and sunset at 10pm.
300 miles south of Port Montt, we met San Rafael, our first
glacier.
Further south the Straits of Magellan brought Photo: Mic
hael Thu
rston
disaster with a bad jibe that snapped our
boom in half. The air was growing bitterly
cold and we were grateful for the diesel
heater installed in Brisbane. We always
looked forward to huddling around the
flame after a long day of voyaging or
hiking in the mountains. We often
wondered what would happen if it broke
down! Despite the isolation, fresh bread,
fruit, vegetables and seafood were often
available. Yanell became a successful crab trapper with the
aid of a discarded trap that he had found and repaired.
The channels of Patagonia are lasting reminders of the last
ice age. We soon realised a yacht could sail within a couple
of feet from the rocky coast and still have very deep water

At dawn on Wednesday the 5th January 2011 after 50
days at sea from Sydney 6000 miles away we sighted
South America. Later that day, we tied up at Oxiana Marina
in Port Montt, Chile where we were cleared by the Chilean
Amada. It was hard to believe that we had actually arrived
at last after all the planning. Onboard with me was Alex
Hyland returning as crew. The voyage had been interrupted
by a stop-over in Opua NZ for sail repairs. During the
crossing from NZ the magnificent albatross was our
constant companion. Alex did the radio schedules with
Sailmail and plotted the Noon position on the chart each
day. Looking back on it, I think we were lucky to have had
such a good crossing. Our best day’s run was 187 miles
and the worst was 20 miles. We had none of the fabled
westerlies and only got down to 45 degrees south.
During the voyage Alex learnt to use the sextant for noon
day sights. The new HF Radio with Sailmail capabilities
proved a Godsend as were able to send and receive emails
and get grid files on weather. Paul Kerrigan was our shore
liaison, providing weather info, support and technical advice.
He monitored and advised us during the entire adventure
and deserves a grateful thank you. The new water generator
was a great addition and the wind generator and solar
panels enabled us to go two weeks without the need to
resort to run the engine for battery charging.
Below: Skipper Michael Thurston relishes the moment in front
of the Pia Glacier, Chile

Photo: Michael Thurston

Photo: Yanell Sandberg

Below right: The spectacular Western Arm of the Pia Glacier

Photo: Yanell Sandberg

Photo: Michael Thurston
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Bruce Gould and his six friends who flew in the next day.
“Gouldy” was at Drina’s sendoff all those months ago at the
Squadron. It was so good to catch up with him and get all
the news from Australia. Over the next ten days, Pelagic
with its crew of 7 Australians and 3 British would navigate
Cape Horn.
Drina's boom needed to be repaired. Directly across the
Beagle Channel from Pueto Williams is the Argentine city
of Ushuaia that offers all the necessary repair facilities. The
repair took less than a week. It blew a gale whilst we were
there and as the Argentinian saying goes “would blow dogs
off the streets”. Maggie Breuer an American friend of Alex,
joined us in Ushuaia the southern-most city in the world.
Early in the afternoon we approached Cape Horn from the
north where the seas started to build. We sailed around
the western coast of the Island where towering rocks jutted
out from the shore and the full force of the southern ocean
broke against them. On we went and at last the famous
profile of Cape Horn came into view so that on the 26th
March 2011, late in the season, Drina with three reefs in
the main, a bit of rolled up headsail and winds over 30
knots joined the ranks of the yachts which have rounded
Cape Horn. The bottom of South America, was at last
abeam, astern was Australia and to starboard Antarctica.
Below left: Drina at anchorage at Beaulieu Bay in front of the
Pia Glacier, Chile

Below from left: The happy crew after rounding Cape Horn
Maggie Bruer, Michael Thurston, Yanell Sandberg, Alex Hyland

Photo: Maggie Bruer

Photo: Michael Thurston

beneath her keel. The presence of kelp always alerted us
to any dangerous rocks that may be lurking nearby.
The small coves made anchoring very challenging needing
up to 200ft of chain into the sandy or muddy bottom and
two or more 375ft long floating lines from Drina’s stern
around a reliable looking tree and back to the boat. The
big disadvantage with this method was that the stern often
faced the prevailing wind coming off the mountains so we
had to keep the hatchway closed to stop the freezing cold
wind and rain from entering the cabin.
Often “williwaws” at 60 plus knots lasting seconds struck
without warning. It would have been easy to drag anchor
or be blown off course if one wasn’t prepared to deal with
them. In all eight glaciers were visited and we never tired
of watching the continual noisy carving and
the large waves that were generated. Often we
pushed through bergy bits to get close to the
face. We were thankful that we had a strong alloy
hull. 95% of the boats in this region where metal,
no place for glass boats here!
In the first week of March we finally sailed into
Puerto Williams in Beagle Channel and rafted up
alongside the famous Micalvi Yacht Club, which
is regarded as the “Southernmost club in the
world”. The retired ship also serves as a dock. The yachts
at Micalvi were strung along its sides in rows three or four
deep. Drina ended up next to Pelagic Australis, Skip
Novak’s well known charter yacht which was waiting for
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Drina: A Voyage to
Patagonia, The Horn
and Beyond
continued

We quickly opened the champagne and a toast was
celebrated. As we rounded the eastern edge of the island,
the wind eased off and the seas started to abate. It was
calm enough in the lee of the Island to launch the rib and
the crew went ashore to visit the lighthouse keeper to
get our passports stamped and pay their respects to the
Albatross Monument while I drifted, waiting for their return.
Later that afternoon we found a calm anchorage ten miles
away in a cove and started our celebrations in earnest
dutifully consuming Commodore Levy’s wonderful port,
thanks Malcolm, given to us at our send off.
We went east through the Beagle Channel, across the
Straits of Le Mare to Isla de Los
Estados. We spent a week trying
to survive the extreme weather
conditions. When the weather finally
cleared we set sail on the 300 mile
passage to the Falkland Islands This
was to be Yanell and Maggie’s first
overnight passage, and it proved to
be a baptism by fire, as a rough two
Photo: Alex
Hyland
night sail from Puerto Haberton took
us to Stanley, the capital of the Falkland Islands. I was
excited to be able to restock with Vegemite, which to the
American crew’s jubilation, had been running out.
A small weather window opened up, so we departed the
Falklands on the 2nd of May in a nice 20 knot NW wind.

Our forecast for the fourth day showed a one day gale of
40 knots, but alas it was not to be. For four days we were
hove to, with three reefs in the main and the wheel lashed
to windward, so the crew lay in their berths and waited for
the weather to subside. The wind averaged 50 to 60 knots
and was frequently over 70. The seas were 10-15 meters in
height and the cold was intense. We got through the storm
and arrived in Mar del Plata after eight days.
We continued north to the historic old town of Colonia
del Sacramento, Uruguay and also called at Piriapolis,
an internationally recognized port frequently patronized
by cruising yachts. Going north we crossed the tropic of
Capricorn and Drina was at long last back in the tropics.
Clothes were reduced from half a dozen layers to a scant
one and life was no longer a constant fight against the
cold. The biggest difference since arriving back in the
tropics has been the volume of other cruising yachts.
For two weeks we cruised the area and then it was time
for the crew to return to the real world. Alex and Yanell
flew out to Alaska together to find work and Maggie went
north to see the Amazon and the Andes and she is now
back in the States.
I continued singlehanded for the next two months visiting
Rio de Janeiro, Buzios, Vitoria and I’m now in Itaparica, an
island close to Salvador. My son Christian flew in last week
with his lovely girlfriend Yollanda, to continue the journey
north.

Photo: Maggie Bruer

Would I return to the Falkland, Beagle Chanel, Magellan
Straits and Patagonia again with its relentless gales and
intense cold? The answer is a resounding YES, I shall go
back again to experience the challenge, isolation and climb
some more mountains.
I wish to thank my crew for their loyal support and
companionship during both the good and hard times, also
a big thank you Paul Kerrigan for his patient advice and
technical support at all times and lastly Pat Price in Tassie
for his support.
Inset: American Yannell Sandberg approaches his first
Vegemite snack with apprehension as the skipper looks on
Left: Drina at anchorage in Puerto Hoppner on Isla De Los
Estados (aka Staten Island), Argentina

New Members
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The Flag Officers and Committee would like to welcome those listed
below to membership of the Squadron

The following members have
transferred their category:

Proposer

Seconder

Chegwyn, Margaret

R A Wither

R Miles

Christoffersen, Denise

D Kellett AM

B Gould

Fera, Eva

P Edmonds

J Gibson

Ordinary to Country
C Rose
D Dickson

Grove, Philip

G T Bellamy

M A Shaw

Harris, Judith

P J Cave AM

K Godson

Inder, Rodney

P J Cave AM

G F Pettigrew

Ordinary to Absentee
J Kennedy
A Fischer
C Hartley
R Hillman

McLean, Stuart

M J Connery

A J Parkes

Morrison, John

G Jarrett

L Scott

Nash, Adrian

B Riddell

M Nathan

Smith, Gary

M S Mitchell

R M Hammond

Swanson, Donald

B Gilbert

R Chapman

J A Tilly

M R Johnson

G N Davidson

B D Hodgkinson

Davidson, James

B J Watson

R B Taylor

Stening, Issabella

N G Wittey

G P Richard

Watson, Oliver

I R Salteri

W G Houston

Country to Ordinary
D M Warren

Absentee to Ordinary
C Graham

Candidate
ORDINARY

COUNTRY
Crisp, Ian

The Flag Officers,
Committee and Members
extend their sympathies
to the families of those
recently deceased
members listed below:
Hare, Geoffrey Alan
Taubman, Joan
Keeler, Marie Enid
Hurst, David Morgan
Mellor, William Stephen
Minehan, Leigh Peers
Robertson, Struan Birrell

INTERMEDIATE
Benze Von Fritz, Alexander
YOUTH
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Information for Members

Fort Denison Cellar
We are always surprised to find Members who have not
yet discovered our Fort Denison Cellar and the excellent
wines it offers to Members.
The temperature controlled facility showcases some of
the world’s greatest wines that have led to the Best Club
Restaurant Wine List Award in Australia. The Fort Denison
Cellar is open to Members and their guests Monday
to Saturday 9am to 5pm. The Cellar can be accessed
outside of these times by contacting the Duty Manager.
For a personalised tour please do not hesitate to call
Jamie Dickinson on phone 9017 0121.
Squadron Wins ‘Best Club Wine List in Australia’
Gourmet Traveller Wine Magazine has voted the Royal
Sydney Yacht Squadron wine list The Best Club Wine List
Award in its recent wine list of the year awards. Facing
stiff competition from some of Australia’s most prestigious
Private Clubs, RSYS also went onto collect ‘3 Goblets’
for the list. This puts the list in the ranks with Rockpool,
Tetsuya’s, Bilson’s and Berowra Waters.

Careening Cove
Anchorage –
Careening Cove
Anchorage Website
now available for
information on menus, hours of operation and special
events. Please see www.rsys.com.au

Members working on boats
in the pond
Members who intend to work on their yachts in the pond
are requested to contact the Waterfront Manager prior to
arrival. Yachts wishing to tie up in the pond for more than
one day must make a booking with the Dockmaster.
Yachts must not be left in the pond overnight without
the express permission of the Dockmaster or Secretary.

Use of Squadron carpark

In other words, it’s a list that caters perfectly to the needs
and demographics of its membership, as every good club’s
wine list should.”

Members are reminded that the Squadron Car Park is for
the use of Members when they are utilising services and
facilities located at the Squadron or when participating in
sailing activities from the Squadron. Trailers are not to be
stored in the car park. Trailers left in the car park without
the express permission of the Secretary will be towed
onto the street.

The full review and article can be viewed on The Gourmet
Traveller website http://gourmettraveller.com.au

Use of your Membership Card

“… a floating-gin-palace list with outboard-runabout markups to provide members with an extensive international
range of value-for-money choices.

Tender service reminder
Members are reminded that the tender service to
non-Squadron moorings is available on payment of an
annual fee. Please contact accounts department.
The tender fee for Members who have a Squadron mooring
is included in the monthly mooring fee.

Qualification for Senior
Membership of the Squadron
Clause 20. (a) of the Squadron Constitution specifies the
requirements for a Member to be classified as a Senior
Member.
A Senior Member shall be either:
(i) A General Member who has attained the age of 60
years and whose total years of Ordinary membership
of the Squadron exceed 30 years; or
(ii) A General Member having not less than fifty years of
continuous Membership of the Squadron; or
(iii) Any Member who is a Senior Member of the Squadron
as at 7th March 2005.

Due to instances of fraudulent and incorrect use of
Membership numbers incorrect charges have been made
to Member accounts. All Members are encouraged to use
their Membership Cards at the time of purchase and for
entry to the Club. Purchases and entry without the card
may require proof of identity.

Squadron aerial photograph
Purchase your own memento of the Squadron.
A 10.x12. colour print can be purchased from the cellar.
We can post at standard postage prices to your destination
of choice. A lovely gift for overseas Members or their
friends.
Members price
$60.00
Please contact
Reception on
9955 7171

Activities

Emergency vehicle access

April to July 2012

Members are requested to keep the Peel Street
aboveground entry driveway clear at all times. Cars parked
in any location other than those specifically marked will
block this driveway.

April
1

Youth Sailing End of Season Picnic

6

Good Friday – Club Closed

7

Easter Saturday

8

Easter Sunday

9

Easter Monday
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Emergency vehicles must have access down this driveway at all times, 7 days a week. Please ensure that this
driveway is kept clear to allow access for emergency
vehicles including Ambulance and Fire Brigade vehicles.

14

Squadron Grand Buffet

This driveway is the only entry point available for
emergency vehicles.

14-21

Squadron Cruise

14

Varuna Trophy

15

Squadron Grand Buffet Lunch

18

RPEYC Wednesday Race Prizegiving

19

Discover the Squadron Cellar, Tasting & Dinner

25

Anzac Day

27

Friday Twilight Prizegiving Presentation & Dinner

28

Saturday Winter Series begins

29

Sunday Jazz in CCA

Someone’s life may depend upon this driveway being
kept clear.

Members are requested to
sign-in guests
It is a requirement of NSW Legislation and the Squadron
By-Laws that all guests of Members must be signed in
by the Member on arrival at the Club.
Members are requested to assist the Club in complying
with its responsibilities and thereby avoid exposing the
Club to fines or other disciplinary action by authorities.

May
4

Squadron Cruise Prizegiving Presentation & Dinner

4-6

Trans Tasman Trophy Challenge

7

New Members Cocktail Party

Sign in registers are located at all entry points to the
Clubhouse.

10

RPEYC Annual Prizegiving

12

Squadron Grand Buffet

Clarification of visiting, temporary
Membership and reciprocity

13

Mothers Day

17

Discover the Squadron Cellar, Tasting & Dinner

20

Squadron Grand Buffet Lunch

20

Flag Officers Challenge

25

Youth Prizegiving Presentation & Dinner

27

Sunday Jazz in CCA

There is a current misconception amongst many Members,
that the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron has Reciprocal
Rights agreements with a number of clubs interstate and
around the world. The Squadron does not have Reciprocal
Rights agreements with other clubs.
The Squadron does have arrangements with other clubs
interstate and overseas, which on presentation of a letter
of introduction from their club’s Secretary, the Squadron
will accord them Temporary or Visiting Member status in
accordance with the Squadron’s Constitution.
The distinction is an important one. Reciprocal Membership
rights effectively give substantial Membership Rights to
non Squadron Members. The Committee has consistently
held the view that this level of Membership rights at the
Squadron should only be conferred upon Squadron
Members.
The Squadron has an expansive list, for which this
arrangement is in place. Generally speaking, the
understanding amongst Royal Clubs and yachts clubs
interstate and overseas is to accept visiting Members
in the spirit of friendship and hospitality.

June
1

Squadron Annual Prizegiving Presentation

7

Sesquicentenary Painting Launch & Art Show

9

Squadron Grand Buffet

11

Queens Birthday

17

Squadron Grand Buffet Lunch

21

Discover the Squadron Cellar, Tasting & Dinner

24

Sunday Jazz in CCA

July
7
8

19
21

Veterans Boat Race

Sesquicentenary Garden Party

Discover the Squadron Cellar, Tasting & Dinner
Squadron Winter Series Prizegiving Dinner

For a comprehensive list of events and their details
please consult the Members Section of our website
www.rsys.com.au
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Information for Members
Squadron crested goods

Card Players Calendar 2012

Item		Price
Squadron Chocolates		

$ 19.90

Squadron Adjustable Bow Tie

$ 41.00

Squadron Belt		

$ 67.00

Squadron Buttons –

Small

$   6.40

Medium

$   6.60

Large

$   7.75

Squadron Cap Badges		

$ 27.00

Squadron Caps 		

$ 25.00

Squadron Wide Brim Sun Hat

$ 20.00

Squadron Cards & Envelope – Blank

$   4.50

Squadron Cuff Links	 	

$ 25.00

Squadron Gift Wrapped Address Book

$ 14.50

Squadron History Book Volume 2

$ 13.50

Squadron Ladies Scarf		

$ 65.00

Squadron Lapel Pins		

$   5.00

Squadron Navy Jumper V Neck

$120.00

Squadron Navy Sweatshirt 		

$ 90.00

Squadron Pennant Label Car/Boat Stickers

$   3.00

Squadron Self-Tie Bow Tie		

$ 65.50

Squadron “Wooly Pully” Woollen Jumper

$160.00

Henri Lloyd Mens Polo 		

$ 75.00

Henri Lloyd Mens Long Sleeve Fast Dry Shirt

$ 85.00

Henri Lloyd Womens Polo 		

$ 75.00

Henri Lloyd Vest 		

$120.00

Henri Lloyd Cap 		

$ 25.00

Cooler Bag 		

$ 26.00

Sesquicentenary Lapel Pin 		

$ 10.00

Ladies Nautica Polo Shirt		

$ 52.00

Mens Nautica Polo Shirt		

$ 69.00

Squadron Silk Tie		

$ 72.00

Squadron Sunglasses Strap 		

$ 15.00

Squadron Fleece Vest		

$105.00

Squadron Waterproof Sailing Bag

$125.00

R.S.Y.S. Playing Cards		

$ 35.00

R.S.Y.S. Bridge Scorers 		
R.S.Y.S. Burgees

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

$ 15.50
6” x
10” x
12” x
14” x
16” x
18” x
24” x
30” x

9”
15”.
18”
21”
24”
27”
36”
45”

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

30.00
30.00
35.50
40.00
41.00
41.00
44.00
83.00

Prices include GST
Descriptions and images are available in the Members
Section of the website www.rsys.com.au

April
5
11
12
19
26

Rubber
Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge evening
Duplicate
Rubber
Duplicate

3
9
10
17
24
31

Rubber
Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge evening
Duplicate
Rubber
Duplicate
Teams

7
13
14
21
28

Rubber – Quarterly Meeting & Buffet Lunch
Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge evening
Duplicate
Rubber
Duplicate

May

June

Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge. An early dinner
served in the Carabella Room consisting of a two-course
set menu – main course, dessert, coffee and chocolates.
6:00pm for 6:30pm dinner

$60.00 per person

Notes on Card Dates
1. BRIDGE CO-ORDINATOR – Members who require
playing partners should contact Helen Huggins
9439 7394.
2. FIRST & THIRD THURSDAYS – Permanent bookings
may be made (see note 4). Club and Private Tables for
Rubber Bridge – 11am. Price $30.00 includes sandwich
luncheon. On the First Thursday in June and October
2012 (after the Quarterly Meeting), a Buffet Luncheon
will be served in place of the sandwich luncheon.
Price $65.00.
3. SECOND & FOURTH THURSDAYS – Club Duplicate
Bridge – 10.45am for 11.00am. Price $30.00 includes
sandwich luncheon. Bookings are essential (see note 4).
4. PERMANENT BOOKINGS LIST – Members wishing to
make permanent bookings for 2012 are requested to
complete the special form for this purpose, available
from the reception desk.
5. DINNER, DUPLICATE & RUBBER BRIDGE EVENINGS –
On the second Wednesday of the month from February
to December, a two-course dinner, with coffee and
chocolates, in the Carabella Room at 6.30pm, is followed
by an evening of duplicate bridge. Dinner and rubber
bridge is also offered to those members wishing to
make up their own parties. Bookings are essential.
Please Note: Cancellations must be made at least
24 hours prior to the function (not including weekends)
otherwise the number originally booked will be charged.

